DIVERGENT F9100 CARPET PAD CEMENT

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
DESCRIPTION
Divergent F9100 Carpet Pad Adhesive is an Extremely Flammable solvent-based pad adhesive that is
recommended for permanently fastening carpet padding over any approved flooring surface. F9100
has strong initial tack and high strength, this prevents movement of padding during stretching or
life of the carpet. NOTE: Due to continuing development of new and different types of backings,
padding and methods of application, we recommend that any unfamiliar materials be thoroughly
tested before attempting a complete installation.

RECOMMENDED SUBSTRATES:
› Concrete

› Fiber Cement Underlayment

› APA Approved Plywood

› Portland Based Patching
Underlayments

› Terrazzo

› Radiant Heated Sub-floors

› Properly prepared VCT
(single layer)
› Properly prepared sheet
vinyl (single layer)

DIRECTIONS
1.

The floor must be clean, dry, and free of dust, dirt and grease or oil.

2.

There is an inner seal under the screw cap on the container that should be pierced or removed.
Punch a 1/8” diameter hole in this seal.

3. Pour adhesive on the floor in a 3” or 4” bead from the wall. Use a zigzag pattern at the padding
seam.
4.

Let the adhesive dry two to five minutes.

5. Drop padding into exact position desired and apply pressure by walking over the adhesive area.
6.

Install carpet immediately after laying padding. Padding will not slip once placed into adhesive.

7. It is the sole responsibility of the installer to determine the suitability and compatibility of the
adhesive for the end user’s intended use.

CLEAN UP
Mineral Spirits can be used to clean up excess adhesive or spills.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Open Time up to 2 hours · Shelf Life One Year in unopened container · Color Yellow Brown

PACKAGING
One - 1 Gallon Metal Can.

WARRANTY
Divergent Adhesives offers a limited warranty for this product when used in accordance with printed
specifications. A copy of the limited warranty can be obtained by calling technical service at 877-GLUDUDE or visiting DivergentAdhesives.com.
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